When you think of pool...do you think of talented, intelligent, sexy women?
An extraordinary gathering of amazing talent, extreme beauty, and incredible intelligence is resulting in a
revolutionary transformation in the billiard world. The women of Rack Starz are the hottest thing to happen to pool
since...well, nothing…
The Rack Starz are a group of 12 brilliant and beautiful women poised to reinvent the game of pool, bring it into the
mainstream and create a sensation that will captivate the country and the world. The Rack Starz are not only
athletes, but they are also moms, models, actresses, nutritionists, CEOs, and marketing analysts, with many holding
advanced degrees. Among these women, more than 15 languages are spoken representing a multitude of cultures
making the Rack Starz true ambassadors to the billiards world.
"Jackie Gleason got your attention; Paul Newman and Tom Cruise made pool cool, but the Rack Starz are ready to
make pool bigger than the WWF and larger than life. Lying ahead is a once in-a-life-time phenomenon so incredible
and dynamic, you won’t want to miss it." explains co-founder Robert Moore. "The Licensing, Reality Television, and
International Marketing potential will make this a brand recognized around the world. There is nothing hotter than a
sexy woman bending over a pool table to take a shot, but the women of Rack Starz can crank up the temperature to
a steady boil." continues Moore.
The Rack Starz popularity and fan base have helped make women’s billiards more popular than men’s thus creating
a surge of interest in pool for girls and young women who are taking up the sport in record numbers. These athletes
are already being sought out for television and personal appearances, and are quickly becoming a household name.
The Rack Starz have created an insatiable desire for more with their "Shoot to Thrill, Play to Kill" approach.
Animals Behind the Eight-Ball
The women of Rack Starz came together because of their love of pool. They are major players in the competitive
pool arena, but they are also major players when it comes to raising money to a cause close to their hearts. The
founders of Rack Starz have developed a project called Animals Behind the Eight-Ball, working closely with
numerous foundations and organizations around the country that support animal protection. A portion of the proceeds
from all Rack Starz merchandise will be dedicated to helping this well-deserved cause.
Be a part of Rack Starz
If you are interested in receiving further information on Rack Starz or would like to be involved, we would love to hear
from you.
Reality Television Pitch Ideas
Live & Phoner Interviews Available
On-Air, Online & Print Publicity
Charity Events & Personal Appearances

Meet the Rack Starz

Rack Starz is an LLC based out of New York founded by Robert Moore, Larry Busacca, Gail Glazebrook and Jennifer Barretta.
For more information on Rack Starz visit www.therackstarz.com

